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QoP-Driven Scheduling for MPEG Video Decoding
Shaoxiong Hua and Gang Qu, Member, IEEE
Abstract — MPEG video decoding algorithm has been
embedded into many consumer electronic products. In this paper,
we demonstrate that the completion ratio (CR) does not represent
well the quality of presentation (QoP) of MPEG video. We then
propose a new QoP metric, which 1) is based on frame
completion ratio but 2) differentiates firm and soft deadlines and
also 3) considers the frame dependency. We show that, on a set of
simulated MPEG movies, the proposed QoP metric measures the
QoP of the movies much better than the completion ratio. We then
present a set of online scheduling algorithms that enhance QoP
significantly, particularly for overloaded systems.
Index Terms — MPEG video decoding, overloaded
systems, QoP, real-time scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
With MPEG becoming the video compression standard, MPEG
decoding algorithm has been embedded into many consumer
electronic products other than DVD and video game players. For
example, cell phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) are
now designed to enable some multimedia applications to increase the
market competitiveness; videophones do not exist only in scientific
fictions.
MPEG was originally designed for efficiently storing video and
audio on digital media; however, it is also suitable for transmitting
video frames over computer networks in order to lower its demand
on network bandwidth. The MPEG coding standard defines a lossy1
compression technique that takes advantage of spatial and temporal
correlation to achieve high compression ratios [1]. Specifically,
MPEG video coding uses transform coding such as discrete cosine
transform (DCT) to organize the redundancy in the spatial direction
and motion compensation to predict motion from frame to frame in
the temporal direction. A MPEG video sequence is made up of
group of pictures (GOP). Each GOP is composed of an I frame and
some P and B frames. I frame is intra coded frame which uses only
spatial correlation and contains no references to other pictures of the
stream. P frame is predictive coded frame that is coded more
efficiently by also using temporal redundancies from a preceding I or
P frame. B frame is bi-directional-predictive coded frame, which
uses temporal redundancies from both preceding and succeeding
frames.

When a system receives the MPEG video stream, before
the video can be displayed, it has to decode (uncompress)
them, which is often computationally intensive. As more and
more applications are enabled, such system will be overloaded
more frequently. For instance, when a DVD movie is being
played, an incoming (video) phone call or a message with
multimedia attachment may greatly increase system’s
processing load. In such occasion, the system may not be able
to decode all the frames correctly in a timely fashion. Dropped
or incorrectly decoded frames degrade the video’s quality of
presentation (QoP), which can be conveniently measured by
the number of correctly decoded frames. This poses a unique
challenge for video decoding: how to maximize QoP when the
system is overloaded?
For the overloaded real-time systems, task completion [2],
deadline miss-ratio [3] and loss-rate [4] have been widely used
as the measurement of quality of service (QoS), which will be
eventually mapped to QoP. Baruah et al. [2] study how to
maximize task completion for overloaded systems. They
conclude that any online algorithm may perform arbitrarily
poorly as compared to a clairvoyant scheduler, but discuss
competitive online schedulers for a few special cases. For the
MPEG players system, Ng et al. [5] propose a QoS metric
QoS-Human, which measures the human judgment of quality
of video display against the number of frames displayed for
different kinds of video. Comprehensive survey of QoS
research in network and real-time system areas is given in [6].
Although MPEG video streaming can be considered as a
soft real-time application in which occasional deadline misses
can be tolerated, the user required guaranteed QoS or QoP
leads the system to conduct the real-time scheduling in order to
efficiently use the available computing resources. Because
execution time analysis is the foundation for using real-time
scheduling, there are some works on predicting the execution
time of MPEG video decoding. In [7] Bavier et al. introduce a
method for predicting execution times of MPEG-decoding by
using information from previously decoded frames and the size
and type of MPEG-encoded frames. In [8] Burchard et al.
provide exact information about the execution time in the
voice-on-demand scenario and two-phase approach that
significantly reduces the gap between the worst-case and the
actual execution times in live-video scenario.
In this paper, we propose a new QoP metric that reflects
user perceived QoP much better than traditional completion
ratio, which is a good metric for independent tasks and used by
most online schedulers. Then, under the assumption that the
actual execution time of MPEG-decoding can be known a
priori by predicting, we present a set of on-line scheduling
algorithms to maximize the proposed QoP measurement in
order to achieve high performance at the user level.
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1
Lossy compression scheme compresses a file by permanently eliminating
certain information, especially redundant information. When the file is
uncompressed, only a part of the original information is still there (although
the user may not notice it).
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The rest of the paper is organized as following. Section II
defines our quantitative measurement for QoP that captures the
firm/soft deadlines and frame dependency. Section III presents
our online QoP-driven scheduling policies to maximize the
defined QoP. In section IV, we apply the proposed online
schedulers to a set of simulated MPEG movies and
demonstrate that these scheduling algorithms with small runtime overhead are effective in improving not only our QoP
measurement but also the actual QoP over classic scheduling
policies such as EDF. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. QOP MODEL
We consider a system that real-time decodes the arriving
MPEG video. The video stream consists of a sequence of
frames such as I frames, P frames and B frames, and each
frame is characterized by <a,d,e,f/s>, where a is the arrival
time, d is the decoding deadline which depends on the frame
display rate, e is the execution time, and f/s specifies whether
the deadline is firm or soft.
• A frame has a firm deadline if it must be completed
before the deadline otherwise the system will not get the
reward for serving the frame and the application.
• A frame has a soft deadline if the system can still benefit
even if the deadline is missed, subjected to a deadlinemiss penalty.
• A frame is non-preemptive means that once the frame
gets the CPU, it will occupy the CPU until its deadline
or completion, whichever comes earlier.
• A frame is preemptive means that the frame may lose
control of the CPU during its execution, but when it
gets the CPU back, it will restore the previous state and
resume the interrupted execution.
Although in the MPEG video decoding, in fact all of the
deadlines of the frames are soft regardless of the frame type,
we intentionally set the deadline of the important frame such
as I and P frame to be firm while setting the deadline of B
frame to be soft. The reason is that because the system
memory is finite, for the overloaded system that does not have
enough computing capability to decode all frames, some
frames have to be eventually dropped. In order to encourage
the completion of the important frame, we assign them to be
firm which is consistent with the common sense that firmdeadline task is more important than soft-deadline task.
An online scheduler will allocate the system resource to
decode the frame it selects. The completion ratio is defined as
the ratio of completed frames over the total number of frames
according to the given scheduler. Although it has been widely
used in real-time systems, completion ratio does not give an
accurate measure for the QoP of MPEG video decoding due to
the following reasons: 1) it does not distinguish frames which
are completed before their soft deadlines and those that are
completed but miss their soft deadlines; and 2) it does not
reflect data dependency among frames because all deadline
misses are treated in the same way. Based on these
observations, we define our new QoP metric for MPEG video

decoding as follows:
Suppose that a scheduler S completes Kf firm-deadline
frames and Ks soft-deadline frames out of a total of N frames,
the QoP provided by such scheduler is:
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Where β is the penalty parameter or the tolerance factor for
deadline missing; γ is the penalty parameter for frame dropping;
δi is the difference between the frame’s deadline and completion
time when the soft deadline is missed (if the frame is completed
before its deadline or eventually dropped, then δi is 0); di-ai is
the life time of the frame and is equal to the reciprocal of the
frame display rate; ∆I and ∆P,i are the number of frames that will
be affected if the I frame or P frame is dropped and they can be
determined by the characteristic of the GOP pattern; mI or mP,i is
the number of dropped I or P frames; nP is the number of P
frames in a GOP pattern. In (1) the first term rewards frame
completion; in the other terms, the first sum is taken over all the
completed frames (B frames) that miss their soft deadlines; and
the second sum is taken over all the dropped frames (I/P frames).
The QoP defined in (1) is a direct extension of completion
ratio, in the case when there is no penalty for missing soft
deadlines (β = 0) or dropping frames (γ = 0). Soft deadline
missing is penalized by the relative amount that the deadline has
been missed with the penalty factor β. Data dependency is
captured in the last term by reducing QoP in the amount of
frames depending on dropped frames with a penalty factor γ.
From (1), we can see that although the completions of firmdeadline frame and soft-deadline frame have equivalent reward,
i.e., 1/N, their deadline misses lead to different results. For the
firm deadline frame, the system will get no reward and even
negative reward because of its deadline missing. However, for
the soft-deadline frame, the system may still have positive
reward. Therefore we can conclude that in order to maximize
QMPEG(s) as defined in (1), the system prefers to decode firmdeadline frame than decode the soft-deadline one. This exactly
matches the fact that the firm deadline frame is more important.
Note that this QoP measurement is calculated incrementally at
run time and there are only a few arithmetic operations involved
at each frame. The penalty parameter β and γ are stream
specific. For example, the β and γ for decoding Cartoon Video
(e.g., 0.8) should be smaller than those for decoding Action
Video (e.g., 1.0) because the human being are less sensitive to
the artificial movements in Cartoon Video, but are very sensitive
to the smoothness of the motions in Action Video [5]. The
values of these parameters can be stored as user-defined data
within the stream. User-defined data is defined by the MPEG
standard in order to place additional data, which could provide
application specific information to aid software operation, within
the stream.
In this paper, based on the assumption that the decoding
time of each frame can be known a priori by predicting it
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based on the frame type, size and workload history etc. [7],
[8], we study the following QoP-driven online scheduling
problem: for a set of real-time MPEG video frames with
mixed firm and soft deadlines on a single processor system,
determine an online schedulers S to maximize QMPEG(S).
III. ONLINE SCHEDULERS
Due to the uncertainty of the arriving frames and the nature
of online scheduling, it becomes unavoidable to drop frames
and hard to provide absolute QoP guarantees. Our objective is
thus to develop online scheduling algorithms that give
competitive average QoP. An online scheduling policy must
have low complexity because it will be executed frequently on
the fly. It should also specify its drop policy as the frame drop
becomes inevitable. In this section, we first give the drop
lemma and then explain a set of online scheduling heuristics
based on the widely used EDF (Earliest Deadline First) and
LETF (Least Execution Time First).
Lemma (Drop Lemma):
If a scheduler (online or offline) maximizes the QoP as
defined in (1), then it must
1) drop frame <a,d,e,f> at time t > d − e *
2) drop frame <a,d,e,s> at time t > 1 + γ × ∆ (d − a) + (d − e*)
β
where e* is the frame’s remaining execution time, and e* = e
for non-preemptive frames, ∆ is the number of frames that will
be affected by the frame dropping.
[Proof] At time t, the earliest time that we can complete
frame <a,d,e,f/s> is t+e*, where e* is the frame’s remaining
execution time. If the frame has a firm deadline d, it cannot be
completed and will not contribute for QoP at time t when
t+e*> d. If the frame has a soft deadline, we will execute it if
and only if the benefit of completion (with deadline missing
penalty if applicable) exceeds the penalty for dropping the
frame, that is, 1 − β
N

γ
δ
> − ∆ where δ = t + e * − d .
N d −a
N

A simple calculation leads us to 1) and 2) as above.
Intuitively, Drop Lemma suggests us to drop firm-deadline
frames as soon as we discover that we are unable to finish on
time. However, for soft-deadline frames, Drop Lemma implies
that we should wait an extra period because soft deadline miss
will still be beneficial to some extent. Clearly, the smaller is
the deadline missing penalty parameter β and the larger is the
weight of drop penalty γ, the longer we should wait.
A. S2F : Soft to firm deadline conversion
From Drop Lemma, we see that two frames <a,d,e,s> and
1+ γ × ∆
( d − a ), e, f > will always be dropped at the
< a, d +
β

same time. Notice that the first frame has a soft deadline and
the second one has a firm deadline. Therefore, we propose the
first QoP-driven online scheduling algorithm based on this soft
deadline to firm deadline conversion:
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Algorithm S2F:
1) For each soft deadline frame <a,d,e,s>
2) change its deadline from d to d + 1 + γ × ∆ ( d − a ) ;
β

3) change its deadline type from soft to firm;
4) apply EDF on the new set of firm real-time frames;
B. EDF* and LETF*
The EDF and LETF service strategies are among the most
popular ones for real-time applications. On the completion of
one frame, they aggressively schedule the next frame with the
earliest deadline and the least execution time respectively.
However, neither of them distinguishes firm deadlines and soft
deadlines and they may decide to execute frame that should be
dropped according to the Drop Lemma. We integrate the Drop
Lemma into these two scheduling policies and propose
scheduling algorithms EDF* and LETF*.
Algorithm EDF* or LETF*:
1) On the completion of the current frame τ (or on the
arrival of a new frame if preemption is allowed)
2) if preemption is assumed
3)
replace the execution time of frame τ by its
remaining execution time;
4) drop all the frames that meet the condition in Drop
Lemma;
5) schedule the remaining frames using EDF or LETF.
Non-preemptive execution stops only at the completion of
the current frame. We are guaranteed that this completion will
either meet the frame’s deadline or still gives positive
contribution to the QoP even its soft deadline is missed. The
reason is that the current frame is the winner of all the frames
in the previous round, which means that it survives the drop
policies. During the drop policy checking in step 4, unlike the
original schedulers, EDF* and LETF* will treat firm and soft
deadline frames differently to maximize QoP. Finally, we
argue that the drop policy checking takes only constant time.
For example, in the implementation, we can first choose the
frame picked by EDF or LETF and check whether it meets the
drop policies. If the Drop Lemma is satisfied, we drop the
frame and ask EDF or LETF for their next choice. Therefore,
EDF* or LETF* will have the same run-time complexity as the
original one.
C. IFF: Important frame first
Based on the MPEG standard, we know that I frame is the
most important and P frame is more important than B frame.
From (1), we see that dropping the important frame such as I/P
frame will affect the frames that depend on them. Furthermore,
we can see that missing firm deadline immediately erases the
efforts that we have already put on the frame completely.
However, when we miss the soft deadline, we still get the
chance to improve the QoP by finishing the frame in a
reasonable amount of extra time. Thus, in order to maximize
QoP, we should assign frames with firm deadline higher
priority than those with soft deadlines. On the other hand, as
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we mentioned before we assign firm deadline to important
frame such as I or P frame and assign soft deadline to B frame.
Based on these observations, we propose the important frame
first online scheduling algorithm, which is a variation of EDF,
to maximize the QoP.
Algorithm IFF:
1) On the completion of the current frame τ (or on the
arrival of a new frame if preemption is allowed)
2) if preemption is assumed,
3)
replace the execution time of frame τ by its
remaining execution time;
4) drop all the frames that meet the condition in Drop
Lemma;
5) select the frame τ‘ with the earliest deadline in the
ready list;
6) if τ‘ is not the most important frame, i.e., I frame,
7)
check the drop policy at time
t = current time + execution time of frame τ‘;
8)
if any frame that is more important than frame
τ‘ will be dropped
9)
unselect τ‘ and goto step 5;
10) decode the selected frame.
IFF is similar to EDF* with special treatment to important
frames. In particular, if the frame is not the most important
frame, i.e., I frame, we check whether there will be any more
important frame dropping because we execute this frame first. In
another word, a frame will be processed only if its execution will
not cause any other more important frame drops. The complexity
of IFF is approximately the same as EDF*.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the proposed QoP-driven online
schedulers and applied them to a set of simulated MPEG
movies [9]. In this section, we report the setup of our
simulation on MPEG movies and the comparison of the
completion ratio (CR), our proposed new QoP metric, and user
perceived QoP, which can be conveniently measured by the
number of correctly decoded frames by using different online
schedulers. Our results indicate that while these schedulers
have similar performance for completion ratio, they behave
very differently under the new QoP metric. Compared with
EDF, most proposed algorithms not only improve our new
QoP metric but also improve real QoP dramatically especially
IFF, which gives the most improvement.
A. Simulation of MPEG streams
We have tested the proposed algorithms on MPEG video
streams decoding at the frame level. Standard MPEG encoders
generate three types of compressed frames: I frames (intrapictures), P frames (predicted pictures) and B frames (bidirectional predicted pictures). In general, encoders use a fixed
GOP (Group of Pictures) pattern when compressing a video
sequence. A typical GOP in display order and decoding order
is shown as in Fig. 1.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11 12

I0 P1 B2 B3 P4 B5 B6 P7 B8 B9 I10 B11 B12 decoding order
I0 B2 B3 P1 B5 B6 P4 B8 B9 P7 B11 B12 I10

display order

Fig. 1. A typical GOP pattern (I-to-I=12, I-to-P=3)

On average, I frames are the largest in size (since they are
self-contained), followed by P frames and B frames. Krunz
and Tripathi present a comprehensive model for MPEG video
streams [9]. This model captures the bit-rate variations at
multiple time scales. Long-term variations are captured by
incorporating scene changes, which are noticeable in the
fluctuations of I frames. Three models are introduced to
simulate the frame sizes of different types of frames, and the
complete model is finally obtained by intermixing these three
sub-models according to a given GOP pattern. Statistically, the
generated MPEG streams fit the empirical video and are
sufficiently accurate in predicting the queuing performance for
real video streams. We simulate the frame information for
movies, Wizard of OZ, Star Wars, Silence of the Lambs, and
Goldfinger, from the parameters reported in [9].
Based on the frame size and type, we generate the
normalized execution time for each frame using a linear model
of MPEG decoding [7]. In the simulation we assume that the
frames arrive in the decoding order and their inter-arrival time
are independent with exponential distribution. The mean of the
exponential distribution is approximately equal to the
reciprocal of frame display rate (in terms of fps or frame per
second) to generate a balanced loaded system. We simulate
underloaded and overloaded systems by varying the fps
requirement. The absolute deadline of each frame is
monotonically increasing in its arrival time. We use several
standard display rates (in terms of fps) in our simulation: 15,
30 (standard for computer video and graphics), 45 and 60
(suitable to sports and other fast-action programs). As we
mentioned before the deadline type is assigned to each
individual frame based on the dependency of different frames.
I frame is the most important because the correct processing of
all the P frames and B frames in the same GOP depends on the
completion of the corresponding I frame. P frame is also
important because it is required by the following P and B
frames in the same GOP. We assign I and P frames firm
deadlines rather than giving them soft deadlines. We also
assign soft deadlines to B frames to create frames with mixed
type of deadlines.
Each GOP can be viewed as one “application” independent
of others as the correct decoding of all the frames in one GOP
depends on the leading I frame. Each “application” consists of
a set of tasks (frame decoding) and the drop of firm deadline I
and P frames will cause the incorrect decoding of the
remaining frames in this “application”. To better model the
data dependency among “tasks”, we assign different values ∆I
and ∆P,i, which are corresponding to the number of frames that
will not be decoded correctly because of a dropped frame, to
frames with firm deadlines. For example if I-to-I, the number
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of frames between two consecutive I frames (see Fig. 1), is 12,
then we assign ∆I =11; ∆P,i are assigned 10, 7, and 4 for the
three P frames in the GOP pattern based on Fig. 1; and ∆B = 0
because there is no frame depends on the B frame. As a result,
I frames have higher priority than P and B frames; P frames
have higher priority than B frames. This exactly matches the
MPEG decoding mechanism. In the simulation, the penalty
parameter β and γ are both set to be the default value 1.
B. Simulation Results
There are two goals in our simulation: demonstrating that
our new QoP metric reflects user perceived QoP better than
the completion ratio (CR), and showing that our proposed
online scheduling algorithms can improve dramatically our
defined QoP metric and real QoP for the users.
First we have implemented popular online scheduling
algorithms such as EDF and LETF and applied them to the
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15 fps, the deadlines are relatively loose and we observe that
almost all the algorithms achieve the maximal QoP in the
amount of 1 without the frame drop and deadline missing.
However, when the computation load increases, the system
becomes balanced and overloaded eventually. Then we see, for
instance in the movie of “Goldfinger” as shown in Fig. 3,
different online schedulers provide very different QoP which
have the same trends as the new defined QoP metrics. In
general we can rank them in the increasing order of QoP:
LETF*, EDF, EDF*, S2F, and IFF. When the system goes to
overload state (such as 45 fps and 60 fps), the algorithm IFF
achieves significant higher QoP compared to other algorithms.
It is of our particular interest to study overloaded systems
1

QoP

1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.6
0.4
0.2

Completion Ratio (CR)
New Metric for QoP
QoP

0
15

0.2
0

EDF
S2F
EDF*
LETF*
IFF

0.8

30

45

60

Frame rate (fps)
EDF

LETF

Fig. 2. Comparison of some widely used online schedulers on movie
“Goldfinger” in the frame rate of 30 fps in the case of, from left to right,
non-preemptive and preemptive.

simulated MPEG movies. For each movie, we simulate
underloaded, balanced, and overloaded systems by changing
the frame rate from 15 fps, to, 30, 45, and 60 fps. And for each
case, we consider the case of non-preemptive and preemptive.
Fig. 2 is the typical relationship of completion ratio, our
proposed new QoP metric and user perceived QoP, which
considers the actual number of correctly decoded frames,
under different online scheduling policies (EDF and LETF) on
movie “Goldfinger” in the frame rate of 30fps. The other
popular scheduling algorithm FCFS (first come first serve) in
our simulation is actually same as EDF because the system has
monotonic absolute deadlines. From Fig. 2 we can see that our
new QoP metric is much closer to the real QoP. So it is
necessary to develop low overhead online scheduler to
maximize this new QoP metric in order to eventually improve
user perceived QoP without using extra hardware.
Then we implemented the proposed QoP-driven online
scheduling algorithms and applied them to the simulated
MPEG movies under different frame rates and different
preemptive types. For underloaded system with a frame rate of

Fig. 3. Comparison of QoP under different online schedulers on movie
“Goldfinger” in the case of non-preemptive with different frame rates
(15, 30, 45, 60 fps).

where frame drop and deadline missing become unavoidable.
Fig. 4-7 give the detailed report on the new QoP metric as
defined in (1), completion ratio and real QoP, achieved by
different schedulers at certain frame rate. We mention that the
negative QoP measurement comes from the fact of frame drop
and deadline missing as well as their associated penalties. It is
possible to give a more accurate modified measure of QoP in
this case to keep QoP positive. For example, in the fastforward mode, the frame drop penalty should be much less, as
is the soft deadline missing penalty. From these figures we can
see that almost all the schedulers achieve similar completion
ratio, however, their new QoP metric and real QoP are quite
different. The conclusion is that regardless of the preemptive
type, it is crucial to finish important frames as many as
possible, not the raw counter of frame completions. It is
mentioned that although LETF algorithm is 1/2–competitive in
the completion ratio on our monotonic-absolute-deadline task
system [2], LETF*, which is better than LETF in QoP,
achieves very bad performance because, in general, the
execution time of B frame is shorter than that of I or P frame,
therefore, it will prefer to select B frame which actually is the
least important frame.
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1

1

0.8

0.6
0.2

0.6

-0.2

Completion Ratio (CR)
New Metric for QoP
QoP

0.4

Completion Ratio (CR)
New Metric for QoP
QoP

-0.6

0.2

-1

0
EDF

S2F

EDF*

LETF*

IFF

Fig. 4. Comparison of different online scheduling policies on movie
“Goldfinger” in the frame rate of 30fps in the case of, from left to right,
non-preemptive and preemptive.

-1.4
EDF

S2F

EDF*

LETF*

IFF

Fig. 7. Comparison different online scheduling policies on movie “Star
Wars” in the frame rate of 45fps in the case of, from left to right, nonpreemptive and preemptive.

V. CONCLUSION

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
Completion Ratio (CR)
New Metric for QoP
QoP

0.2
0
EDF

S2F

EDF*

LETF*

IFF

Fig. 5. Comparison of different online scheduling policies on movie
“Wizard of OZ” in the frame rate of 30fps in the case of, from left to
right, non-preemptive and preemptive.

In this paper we consider the problem of how to improve the
user perceived QoP for MPEG video decoding when the
system is overloaded or lacks of computation power. We
present a new QoP metric that captures the frame dependency.
We show that the new defined QoP metric can reflect real QoP
much more precisely than the traditional completion ratio. We
then find that the most commonly used online scheduling
policies do not achieve good performance for MPEG video
decoding when the system is overloaded. Based on the
proposed quantitative metric, we have developed a set of new
online scheduling algorithms to maximize QoP. Simulations
on popular MPEG movies show that most of them provide
better QoP, particularly on overloaded systems, with about the
same run time complexity and no extra hardware. These
scheduling algorithms can be embedded in consumer
electronic products to efficiently decode the MPEG video
stream.
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